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Markets Recap
Foreign equities have continued to
outperform US equities. Despite a positive
push over recent months, Commodities
continue to flounder in negative territory.

higher brackets will go for the tax-free income
offered by munis.

The orange line in Figure 1 shows the
growth of $100 invested in the Bloomberg
Barclays Municipal Bond Index. The blue lines
show the after-tax growth of $100 invested
In the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate
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Bond Index depending on tax bracket.  
Investors in the 39.6%, 28% and 15% brackets 
were better off holding tax-free munis.  The 
only investors better off with  taxable  bonds 
were those in the zero tax bracket.

The two investments analyzed in Figure 1
are very similar in terms of credit quality and

Keeping More of What You Earn
U.S. tax-laws create an uneven playing
field in the bond market. Yield received
on Treasury and corporate bonds is
taxable unless the bonds are held in a
retirement account. Yield received on
municipal bonds is free from Federal tax.
On average, investors settle for a lower
return on munis because they do not
have to share it with the IRS.

Since 1986, the Bloomberg Barclays
Municipal Bond Index has returned 6.34%
with a standard deviation of 4.61%, while
its taxable counterpart, the Bloomberg
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index,
returned 6.58% with a standard deviation
of 3.92%. Investors need to know their
tax bracket to calculate which
investment is a better deal. Investors in
a zero tax bracket, either because their
taxable income is low or because they
will hold the bond in a retirement
account, will choose the higher yield
offered by taxable bonds. Investors in
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interest rate sensitivity.  Average quality 
ratings are identical at AA.  Interest rate 
sensitivity, as measured by effective 
duration, is very close at 6.1 for the taxable 
investment and 5.8 for the municipal bonds.  
However, at times the two markets can 
move very differently.  During the financial 
crisis of 2008, taxable bonds proved to be a 
very solid anchor to windward.  Muni bonds 
did not fare as well.  The revenue source for 
state and local governments is tied to real 
estate.  With real estate in the tank, munis
declined 1.6% between November 2007 and 
December 2008.  Taxable bonds over this 
period were up 7.4%. 

Since the financial crisis, munis have outper-
formed taxable bonds even for zero bracket 
investors.  Figure 2 shows the growth of 
$100 for two bond index funds over the 8½ 
years since the financial crisis.  Taxable 
bonds, even for zero bracket investors, have 
not kept up with munis.  The gap is 
significant for zero bracket investors and 
widens enormously as tax bracket increases. 

The last ten years have proven that these 
two fixed income options are not perfect 
substitutes.  At times they perform very 
differently and therefore the correct choice 
is not simply about tax brackets.  For the 
same reason a well-diversified portfolio will 
hold both value and growth stocks as well as 
small cap and large cap stocks, investors 
should consider holding both tax-free and 
taxable bonds.  We have scanned all the 
national municipal bond funds in the 
Morningstar data base and have found some 
interesting choices, which we will cover next month. 

Figure 2: After-taxgrowthof$100fortaxablevs.muni bond index funds forfourtaxbrackets,2008-2017.
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Figure 1: After-taxgrowthof$100fortaxableversus municipal bond index forfourtaxbrackets,1986-2017.
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